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Abstract—We address the task of mapping a given textual
domain model (e.g., an industry-standard reference model) for
a given domain (e.g., ERP), with the source code of an inde-
pendently developed application in the same domain. This has
applications in improving the understandability of an existing
application, migrating it to a more flexible architecture, or
integrating it with other related applications. We use the vector-
space model to abstractly represent domain model elements as
well as source-code artifacts. The key novelty in our approach is
to leverage the relationships between source-code artifacts in a
principled way to improve the mapping process. We describe
experiments wherein we apply our approach to the task of
matching two real, open-source applications to corresponding
industry-standard domain models. We demonstrate the overall
usefulness of our approach, as well as the role of our propagation
techniques in improving the precision and recall of the mapping
task.

I. INTRODUCTION

A large number of organizations have built systems that
have served them over a number of years or decades, and are
hence considered “legacy” systems. Over time these systems
become unwieldy and complex, and are no longer amenable
to the continuous evolution that is required to meet changing
business needs. They are monolithic, inflexible, and difficult to
integrate with more recently developed systems (such as web-
based clients). Also, the technology and languages that these
systems use has aged, thus presenting an opportunity to make
use of superior newer technology and skill sets. Yet, these
systems are critical because they contain entity-relationship
information as well as business rules (i.e., logic) that is key to
the functioning of the organization.

Organizations follow various strategies [1] to escape this
quandary, such as (a) migrate from a custom application to
a packaged application, and (b) keep the custom application,
but migrate its architecture from a monolithic architecture to a
loosely-coupled, agile architecture, such as a rule-engine-based
architecture, or service-oriented architecture. These legacy
transformation projects all follow a common sequence of high-
level activities [1], [2]: (1) Users of the current system (as
well as proposed system) identify an abstract target model or
architecture, which captures all strategic requirements from
the system, and is not tied closely to the architecture and
idiosyncrasies of the existing application(s). (2) The developers
in conjunction with the users validate or reconcile the target
model with the existing systems, and (3) The developers use
the validated target model to construct (or reconstruct) the new
system using the selected strategy.

The target model typically contains components such as a
data model, a collection of services, as well as workflows.
The validation step is required to flesh-out the constituent
elements of the target model with detailed information that
is present in the existing application(s), that is specific to the
users of the organization, such as attributes required in the
various entities, and specific business rules corresponding to
each service. Typically, the output of the validation step is
a set of links from target model elements to artifacts of the
existing application(s) (e.g., source files, portions of source
files, database tables).

Organizations with legacy existing systems are unlikely to
already possess documentation that has the desired attributes
of a target model as outlined above. However, fortunately,
standard domain models are already being provided by ven-
dors; e.g., models for the ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning)
and CRM (Customer Relationship Management) domains by
SAP [3], for insurance domain by IBM [4], and for the banking
domain by BIAN [5] (an open standards body). Organizations
prefer to use these as target models because (a) it saves the
time required to create a target model, and (b) the pre-existing
organizational knowledge of these standard models means that
if an existing system is linked to such a model it automatically
becomes more amenable to understanding and transformations.
However, linking a domain model to an existing application
that was developed independently of the model is a challenging
activity. The difficulties arise due to various reasons, e.g., (a)
large sizes of the domain model and the application, (b) lack
of developers who have detailed knowledge of the application,
(c) mismatches between the capabilities in the application
and the concepts in the domain model, (d) mismatches in
terminology even on concepts that are common between the
application and the model, and (e) the application having a
poor structure, resulting in code pertinent to a single domain
concept or business rule being dispersed at various locations
in the application’s source code.

A. An IR-based approach for model to code matching

In this paper we propose an IR-based approach for inferring
candidate matching artifacts in the source code for each
element in the target model. In this work we consider textual
models, which are still the most prevalent type of domain mod-
els available in practice. In our case studies we used the ERP
and CRM domain models provided by SAP [3]. Each of these
domain models contains different types of elements; the ones
we focus on are descriptions of services (i.e., processing steps),



grouped into collections (each collection typically contains
descriptions of services that pertain to a single data entity, e.g.,
purchase orders). We represent each collection in the model
as well as each source-code artifact (i.e., code file, directory,
table definition) using a term frequency vector, as is standard
in IR. Our key observation, over those of previous researchers
working on similar problems, is that various relationships
exist among source-code artifacts, such as calling, accessing a
common table, residing in a common directory, and that these
can be leveraged in a principled way to increase the efficacy
of matching. Therefore, we first propagate features between
related source artifacts, then compute similarities between
all pairs of source-code artifacts and collections, and then
propagate the similarity values themselves between related
source-code artifacts. This way we arrive at a “consensus”
similarity vector for each source-code artifact in conjunction
with its related artifacts. Finally, using a cut-off k for the
number of source artifacts to be matched with each collection
(or vice versa), and/or a threshold on the similarity values,
we emit a matching between the source-code artifacts and the
collections.

The specific contributions of this paper are:

• We propose and implement an approach to match the
elements in a textual domain model with source-code
artifacts.

• To our knowledge ours is the first approach to use
feature propagation and similarity propagation over
relationships in the source-code side to solve the
model-to-code matching problem. Previously, these
approaches have been used to answer individual
queries on source code [8], or to label nodes in other
kinds of graphs such as the web [9].
Relationships may also be available within the domain
model, e.g., flow order between the services. Leverag-
ing these also in the matching process would be a topic
of future work.

• We use the soft-tfidf similarity measure [10], [11]
to account for synonymous but terminologically mis-
matched features. While soft-tfidf has been shown to
be effective in handling inter-dependences between
features for matching named entities, to the best of
our knowledge it has not been applied to information
retrieval tasks.

• For our case studies we consider two large, real-life
domain models, in the ERP and CRM domains, as
mentioned above. We also consider two independently
developed real applications, namely, JAllInOne [6]
(an ERP application) and SellWinCRM [7] (a CRM
application), to be matched with the respective domain
models. To our knowledge ours is the first paper to
explore a solution to this practical problem. Previ-
ous results in the literature are about matching an
application-specific document with the same applica-
tion, which is typically a less challenging problem.

• We do an extensive manual study in which we match
the two domain models with the two respective appli-
cations. The result is two “gold standard” matchings,
that are likely to be useful to the community at large as

benchmarks. This is the first manual study in matching
of such scale to be reported in the literature, to our
knowledge.

• We show that the output from our tool compares
encouragingly with the “gold standard” results men-
tioned above. Moreover, we show that our propagation
technique leads to significant improvements in match-
ing accuracy (over no propagation). In our experi-
ments, the average precision gain due to propagation
for any given level of recall was 60% on the ERP case
study, and 16% on the CRM case study.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We first
formulate our problem in Section II. We then provide an
overview of our solution with the main ideas in Section III. In
Section IV we introduce standard IR techniques for computing
similarity between documents using a vector space model. The
main components of our solution are then described in the
next two sections — the vector space model that we use in
Section V, and improving the results by using propagation
over relations in Section VI. We present our case studies and
experimental results in Sections VII and VIII, discuss related
work in Section IX, and finally conclude in Section X.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In an instance of the problem in our setting, we are given
a domain model and an implementation. The domain model is
assumed to be a set of domain model elements, each of which
is a piece of text. For compatibility with our case studies we
refer to these domain elements as collections. We represent
the textual description of each collection as a sequence of
tokens from a finite vocabulary (or dictionary) V . In our
representation, we will not distinguish between a collection
and its description, and use for example c to refer to both the
collection c and its textual description.

The implementation consists of a set S of source code
files, organized in a set of directories D, and a set T of
database tables which are accessed by these source code files.
We assume that we are given a relation c ⊆ S × S (with
(s, s′) ∈ c representing the fact that source file s calls some
method in source file s′; and similarly a relation l ⊆ S × D
representing location (thus (s, d) ∈ l represents the fact that
source file s lies in directory d); and a relation a ⊆ S × T
representing the table access relation between source files and
tables.

The problem is to come up with a set O of “matches”
between source files and collections: thus O is a set of pairs of
the form (s, c) where s is a source file and c is a collection. A
solution to this problem is an algorithm that takes an instance
of the problem like the one above, and outputs a set of matches
O.

To evaluate a solution on an instance of our problem, one
needs to have a manual matching that gives a “gold standard”
against which we can compare the output of the algorithm. The
manual matching of the instance of the problem given above
will be represented as a set M of pairs in S × C. Given a
manual matchingM, we can measure the quality of the output
O of a proposed algorithm for the problem, using the popular
precision and recall measures [12]. Precision (P ) measures



the fraction of correct pairs (that is those that are contained in
the manual study) among the pairs returned by the algorithm:
P = |M∩O|

|O| . Recall (R) measures the fraction of correct pairs
returned by the algorithm among the total set of correct pairs:
R = |M∩O|

|M| .

III. SOLUTION OVERVIEW

In this section we present an overview of our proposed
algorithm for the matching problem. Our approach is an
information retrieval based one, in which we represent files
and collections using the vector space model (VSM) [12], and
compute similarities between them in this model.

Over and above the tokens contained in a source file s
and a collection c, different kinds of relationships between
source artifacts carry critical information for the similarity
between s and c. For example, the source files “called” by
s and database tables accessed by s, may contain tokens
that are important for matching s and c. Similarly, it may
be significant to know that a database table accessed by s
and a source file called by s are both similar to collection
c. We propose a framework that incorporates such “relational
evidence” into similarity computations in two different ways:
(a) propagating features and (b) propagating similarity scores
between neighboring source-code over relationships.

Input: Collections C, Source files S, Directories D,
Tables T , and relations c, a and l

Output: Set O of matches between Source Files and
Collections

foreach Document d in C ∪ S ∪ D ∪ T do
Create document vector ~V (d) and add to Vector Space

end
Create Relationship Graphs Gr , r ∈ {c, a, l}
Propagate Features Using Gr , r ∈ {c, a, l}
Obtain similarities between individual features using Latent
Semantic Analysis
foreach Document d in S ∪ D ∪ T do

Create Similarity Vector ~S(d) using soft-tfidf
end
Propagate Similarity Vectors Using Gr , r ∈ {c, a, l}
// For an F2C based matching
// For a given a cut-off k and a similarity threshold U
O := ∅;
foreach source-file s in S and collection c in C do

if c is among the top-k collections similar to s in ~S(s),
after filtering out c’s with ~S(s)(c) < U then

O := O ∪ {(s, c)};
end

end
Algorithm 1: Overview of our matching algorithm

An overview of our approach is shown in Algorithm 1. We
first create a feature vector ~V (d) for each collection, source
file, database table and directory d. The feature vectors of
the source-code artifacts are then then enriched using feature
propagation between related artifacts. We then create an initial
similarity vector ~S(d) over collections for each source file,
database table and directory d. These similarities are enhanced
using similarity propagation over the different relationships.

Finally, we use one of two ranking modes, called “F2C”
(for “Files-to-Collections”) and “C2F” (for “Collections-to-

Files”), to produce the set of matches. In both cases we assume
we are given a minimum similarity threshold U , and an upper
bound k on the number of matches for a file (respectively
collection). In the F2C mode we output for each source file
s, the pairs (s, c) such that c is among the k most similar
collections to s, and the similarity between s and c is above
the threshold U . In the “C2F” mode, we look at the k most
similar source files for a collection, and proceed similarly.

In the following sections we focus on computing the sim-
ilarity between implementation and domain model elements,
and describe these steps of the algorithm in greater detail.

IV. VECTOR SPACE MODEL AND SIMILARITY

The vector space model [12] is a popular way of repre-
senting text documents and computing the degree of similarity
between them. In this section we briefly introduce this model
and the techniques for computing similarity in this model.

In the vector space model, each document d is represented
as a vector ~V (d) of non-negative real-valued weights corre-
sponding to a vocabulary T of tokens (or “features”). For
weighting each token in a document, we use the popular tf-idf
scheme [12]. The tf-idf weight of token t in document d is
given by tf-idft,d = tft,d × idft where tft,d is the number of
occurrences of token t in document d, and idft is the inverse
document frequency. We use the following definition for idf:
idft = log(N/dft) where N is the total number of documents,
and dft is the number of documents that contain token t.

The standard approach for measuring similarity between
two document vectors ~V (d1) and ~V (d2) is to consider their
normalized dot-product, called cosine similarity:

cosine-sim(d1, d2) =
~V (d1) · ~V (d2)

|~V (d1)||~V (d2)|

where |~V | denotes Euclidean length of the vector:
√∑

i
~V 2

i .

Cosine similarity does not take into account similarity
between tokens themselves, and may adversely affect the
computed similarity between documents. Similarity between
non-identical tokens may be syntactic or semantic. Syntactic
similarity considers the lexicographic structures (spellings) of
two tokens. For instance, the tokens “sales” and “selling”,
or “item” and “ITM” are syntactically similar. Various string
similarity measures such as Edit Distance, Jaro, or Jaro-
Winkler can be used to calculate the similarity string-sim(s, t)
between two different tokens s and t [10]. Semantic similarity
on the other hand considers similarity in meaning between
tokens that are not necessarily lexicographically similar (for
example “item” and “material,” or “tax” and “VAT”). For this
one could use Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [13]. We first
use LSA to factorize the original tf-idf matrix into a product
of three matrices W ,S, and D. We then define the LSA
similarity of two tokens s and t to be the cosine similarity
of the rows corresponding to s and t in W : LSA-sim(s, t) =
cosine-sim(W (s),W (t)). We note that in the subsequent steps
of our approach we continue to use the original tf-idf matrix
for the matching task. The overall similarity of two tokens
is taken to be the maximum of their syntactic and semantic
similarities:

sim(s, t) = max(string-sim(s, t),LSA-sim(s, t)).



The soft-tfidf measure [10] extends cosine similarity to
take into account the similarity between tokens. In addition
to shared tokens in documents d1 and d2, soft-tfidf(d1, d2)
also considers their weights for similar tokens, that have
sim(s, t) above a threshold θ. We assume that sim(s, t) is
set to 0 whenever its original value is less than θ. We define
soft-tfidf(d1, d2) to be∑

(t,t′)∈T×T
~V (d1)[t]~V (d2)[t′] sim(t, t′)

|~V (d1)||~V (d2)|
.

It reduces to cosine similarity for θ = 1.

Given a document corpus C, and a query document q, ~S(q)
denotes the similarity vector of q for corpus C, consisting of
similarities between q and each document in C. Sorting ~S(q)
in decreasing order of similarity values produces a ranked list
R(q) of the corpus documents for q.

V. VSM MODEL FOR OUR MATCHING PROBLEM

We fix an instance of our problem as described in Sec-
tion II, for the next couple of sections. We consider each
artifact from the given domain model and implementation as a
document, and make use of the vector space model to represent
and measure similarities between them.

We first construct document vectors for all artifacts –
namely source files, directories and database tables in the
implementation, and collections from the domain model. The
document vectors all are constructed from a single universe
of features that is the union of features obtained from each
document, as described below.

For each collection in the domain model we use all tokens
from its description. The primary implementation artifacts are
the source code files, which contain programming language
constructs, variable names, method signatures, comments, etc.
Depending on the application, we discard the non-informative
aspects from each source code file s using domain knowledge,
and consider only the remaining aspects as its features. This
is discussed in more detail in Section VIII.

The other artifacts in the implementation are directories and
database tables. For each directory, we create obtain its features
by tokenizing its complete path. For each database table, the
features used are its tokenized name and field names.

In the sequel, by “source documents” we will mean the
documents corresponding to the source files, database tables,
and directories.

VI. USING RELATIONSHIPS FOR COMPUTING
SIMILARITY

If we measured similarity of a specific source code docu-
ment s with a collection using the feature vectors generated so
far, we will consider as evidence features intrinsic to s itself.
However, quite often, significant evidence for our matching
task can be found in the source artifacts that are ‘related’ to the
source file s in different ways. For example, consider source
file s2 that contains a method invoked by s1, or a file s3 that
invokes a method contained in file s1. Clearly, the contents of
s2 and s3 are relevant for understanding the semantics of s1,
and therefore for identifying its relevant collections. Similarly,

the different field names of a database table accessed by s
may also be relevant for determining similarity between s and
the collections. In this section, we describe a framework for
incorporating such relationships between files and other source
artifacts into the matching algorithm.

Formally, we model such relationships as edges in a
weighted directed graph, where nodes are documents and an
edge in the graph represents a relationship between the incident
nodes. The weight on each directed edge (u, v) will represent
the “influence” of u on v.

We first define a framework for information flow over such
a graph using local updates, and then describe how we use this
for improving the similarity scores between source files and
collections.

A. Information Propagation in Graphs

Consider a weighted directed graph G = (V, E , w), where
V is the set of nodes and E ⊆ V × V represents the set of
directed edges. We assume that the edges in E are symmetric
(i.e. (u, v) ∈ E iff (v, u) ∈ E). The weighting function w :
E → R≥0, assigns a non-negative real value to each edge in
E .

For each node v ∈ V , let Dv be a vector representing the
‘information’ at that node. Vector dimensions are the same for
all nodes. To ‘flow’ the information associated with different
nodes in the graph, we do the following. The information at
each node v is locally updated using the information of its
neighbors in the graph using:

Dv ← Dv +
∑

u∈N(v)

w(u, v)Du, (1)

where N(v) denotes the neighbors of v in G. Observe that
such updates may be applied repeatedly. In our framework,
we perform a single local update.

The influence weights w(u, v) may be defined in different
ways and need not be symmetric [14]. We consider the
following definitions:

1) w(u, v) = 1/d(u), where d(u) is the number of edges
incident on node u in G. As a result, a neighbor u that
has many neighbors other than v has less influence
on v.

2) w(u, v) = 1/d(v). Here, a node v that has more
neighbors is less influenced by any neighbors.

3) w(u, v) = sim(u, v), where we use soft-tfidf simi-
larity between Du and Dv as sim(u, v). As a result,
similar neighbors have a bigger influence on a node.

We often found it useful to threshold the influence weight using
a given value T , to rule out the collective influence of many
small weights. Thus, if a weight on an edge is less than T , we
treat it to be 0.

In our problem, the multiple types of relations c (calling),
a (accessing), and l (location) simultaneously influence the
similarity between files and collections. We construct three
different weighted directed graphs Gr = (V, Er, wr), for each
relation r ∈ {c, a, l}, over the same set of nodes V = S ∪
D ∪ T . For the graph Gc we add an edge (in both directions)
between the corresponding nodes in the graph. For example,
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Fig. 1. Example to illustrate information propagation. Part (a) shows the
superimposed graphs and initial vector values. Part (b) shows the vector values
after propagation.

if one source file s calls a method in file s′ (i.e. (s, s′) ∈ c)
then we add edges (s, s′) and (s′, s) in Ec. Similarly, if a
source file s accesses a table u or lies in directory d, we add
the edges (s, u) and (u, s) in Ea, and (s, d) and (d, s) in El
respectively. We describe the weighting functions used for each
of these graphs subsequently. We call Gc the call graph, Ga the
database access graph, and Gl the directory structure graph.

The three graphs Gc, Ga and Gl can be used simultaneously
for information propagation over nodes in V . We propagate
along the different graphs separately, and then merge the
updates at each node, as described in the two steps below:

D′v(r) ←
∑

u∈Nr(v)

wr(u, v)Du, r ∈ {c, a, l} (2)

Dv ← Dv +
∑

r∈{c,a,l}

αrD
′
v(r) (3)

where r ranges over the different relations, αr is a constant
representing the propagation weight or importance of the
relation r for information propagation, and Nr(v) denotes the
neighbours of v in Gr.

Fig. 1 illustrates the above technique for information
propagation. Part (a) shows an example graph on 3 nodes
corresponding to two files f1 and f2, and one directory d1.
We have one pair in the calling relation corresponding to the
solid symmetric edges between f1 and f2, and one pair in the
location relation corresponding to the dashed symmetric edges
between f2 and d1. The figure shows the graphs Gc and Gl

corresponding to these relations, superimposed on the same
graph. The vectors Dv for each node v are shown next to the
node. The weight for each directed edge is shown as a label on
the edge. Part (b) shows the resulting vectors associated with
each node after carrying out information propagation according
to the steps (2) and (3). We have assumed αc = αl = 1.

B. Feature Propagation

We first use the relationships to enrich the document vector
~V (d) of a source document d (source files, directories and
tables) using the vectors ~V (d′) of related documents d′. For
example, if a source file s invokes another source file s′, we
would like to use the features of s′ as well for matching ~V (s)
with collections. We call this feature propagation.

To propagate features, we use the document vector ~V (d)
for each source document d as the local information Dd.

Different influence weights are used for different relation
types. For the call graph and the database access graph, we
use w(u, v) = 1/d(u) where u is the neighboring node, or
the sender of features. When a file s (or a database table t)
is invoked (accessed) by many files s′, its features have less
influence on deciding the right collection for any of the invok-
ing (accessing) files. In contrast, the influence is more when it
is invoked (accessed) by few files. The pattern is different for
the directory structure graph, since it forms a hierarchy. Here
the features of directory nodes (parents) have larger influence
on deciding the right collection for files (children) than the
other way round. So, we use w(u, v) = 1/d(v) where v is the
receiving node for features.

We now use steps (2) and (3) to update the vector repre-
sentations.

C. Computing Similarities

We now use the updated vector representation ~V (s) for
each source document s to compute the collection similarity
vector ~S(s) for s as follows:

~S(s)[c] = soft-tfidf(s, c), for each collection c.

We note that the updated document vectors ~V (d) for
directories and database tables do not directly impact the
computation of similarity vectors for source files. However, the
enriched vectors ~V (d) may lead to better collection similarity
vectors ~S(d) for such documents. These can then be used to
influence the similarity vectors ~S(s) of source files s that
are related to d, again using the information propagation
framework, as we describe next.

D. Similarity Propagation

Just like the tf-idf vectors, the collection similarity vector
~S(s) of a source file s can also be directly influenced by the
similarity vector ~S(d) of a related source document d. We call
this similarity propagation.

For this, we simply set Dd to be the similarity vector ~S(d)
for each source document d in the propagation framework of
Section VI-A above. We use the same influence weighting
scheme for similarity propagation as for feature propagation
in the case of the directory structure graph: w(u, v) = 1/d(v),
where v is the node receiving the similarity vectors. For the call
graph and the database access graph, we have used w(u, v) =
sim(u, v), where neighbors having similar features are more
likely to correspond to the same collection.

Finally we use steps (2) and (3) to update the similarity
vectors.

VII. CASE STUDIES

We now come to our experimental evaluation. In this
section we describe the two case studies we chose and the
manual matching exercise carried out on both of these. These
manual matchings are then used in the next section as the gold
standard for evaluating our proposed algorithm.



3. Employee Time
Document on working times of an internal or external
employee. ... documents absence times, break times, and
availability times.
Corresponding Collections:
# Query Employee Time In.
Group of operations to find Employee Time with relevant
selection criteria using individual interfaces.
Corresponding Services:
$ Find Leave Employee Time for Employee by Employee

Query to and response from Time and Labour
Management to provide a list of Employee Absence
Times for a specific Employee.

$ Find Times for Employee Time Sheet by Elements
Reads Employee Times for the Employee Time Sheet
depending on the given elements.

# Manage Employee Time In
Group of operations for creating, changing, reading
or deleting Employee Times or parts of it.
Corresponding Services:

$ Read Employee Time by Employee
Reads an employee’s Employee Times.

Fig. 2. An excerpt from the ERP domain model from SAP.

A. ERP case study

The domain model we used for this case study is an enter-
prise services model of the ERP domain from SAP [3]. From
the HTML files provided in [3] we extracted a text document
by unparsing the HTML files. This model contains 239 process
components, each of which consists of several groupings. Each
grouping comprises a description of the grouping along with a
number of collections (totalling 630). In turn, each collection
contains a description of the collection, and a number of ser-
vices and their brief descriptions (totalling 2584). Fig. 2 shows
an excerpt from this document for the grouping Employee
Time, with two collections Query Employee Time In
and Manage Employee Time In.

We treat each collection as a model-side document, so that
the set C comprises only collections. In order not to lose the
features in the groupings and services, we include the features
from the grouping containing a collection c, and all services
contained in c, in the features of c itself.

We chose an open-source Java-based ERP application
called JAllInOne [6] as a potential implementation of the
domain model. JAllInOne is a large real ERP application, with
a lot of rich functionality to support the operations of medium-
sized companies.

The source code of JAllInOne consists of 539 source
files. We counted only the files which contain business-
logic in them; these files are in the subdirectories
named “*/server/”, excluding the subdirectories
“commons/server/”, “events/server/”, and
“sqltool/server/”. We ignored source files (i.e.
.java files) that contained no business logic, but only
“plumbing code” (for example code for establishing and
closing sessions, or sockets). The 539 files are organized in
approximately 130 “server” sub-directories, and access a total
of 119 database tables.

Next we manually matched the JAllInOne source files with
the SAP ERP domain model. Our manual study is an extension
of an earlier one we had performed [15], in which we had
mapped 10 of the collections in the ERP domain model to files
in the JAllInOne application. For the present work we manually
analyzed each of the 630 collections in the domain model,

Manage Employee In
Query Employee In
employees/server/LoadEmployeeAction.java
subjects/server/PeopleBean.java

Manage Employee Time In
Query Employee Time In
scheduler/.../server/LoadScheduledEmployeesAction.java
scheduler/.../server/LoadEmployeeActivitiesAction.java

Manage Purchase Order In
Query Purchase Order In
Manage Document In
purchases/documents/server/UpdatePurchaseDocAction.java
purchases/documents/server/LoadPurchaseDocRowAction.java

Fig. 3. Some manually identified matches from the ERP case study.

and matched it with all source files (if any) that appeared to
implement the relevant functionality.

The result of the manual matching is a matching with
869 (file,collection) pairs. In this matching, 48 of the 630
collections found matches, while 351 of the 539 files found
matches. The remaining collections and files were found to not
have appropriate matches on the other side. We have previously
described [15] some of the principles that we use in our manual
matching process.

We note that because the model and the code are indepen-
dently developed, the manual matching is inherently a fuzzy,
subjective process. Whenever in doubt we matched a file with
all collections to which it could be relevant. Fig. 3 shows some
of the matching pairs from our ERP manual study. For example
the file LoadEmployeeAction.java was matched to both
the Manage Employee In and Query Employee In
service collections.

B. CRM case study

As a second case study we used a CRM enterprise services
model also provided by SAP at [3], which is similar in
structure to the ERP model described above. The CRM model
has 162 service collections.

As a corresponding implementation we chose an open-
source CRM application called SellWinCRM [7]. This is a
medium-sized Java-based application for customer relationship
management with functionalities specific to sales, marketing
and service. SellwinCRM has 117 source files (we discounted
12 other files that contained only “plumbing” code).

We then manually matched the source files in SellWinCRM
with the SAP CRM domain model. In the manual matching
we carried out, there were 291 (file, collection) pairs, relating
61 source code files with 50 collections in the domain model.

The artifacts from our two case studies, including the do-
main models, source files, and manual matchings, are available
from the home page of the first author of this paper.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We have implemented our approach in Java. We use Co-
hen’s JaroWinkler [10] class for checking syntactic similarity,
and the LSA package from Airhead Research [16]. We use the
doxygen tool to extract an approximate call-graph from each
application (in our applications virtual-methods are not used
much). To find the database tables and fields referred to in each



source file we use a simple text-search technique, which, in our
applications, turns out reasonably precise. In this section we
describe our experiments on running our tool on the two case
studies described in the previous section. We also discuss the
precision and recall of our tool relative to the two respective
“gold standard” matchings done there.

A. Experiments with ERP case study

We did our experimentation in two phases: (1) to identify
appropriate choices for the basic settings of our approach, and
(2) to explore the effects of propagation along relationship
graphs.

Phase 1 – Basic settings: Since the use of relationship
graphs and propagation is our chief technical contribution, our
experiments overall are focused mainly on evaluating this idea.
However, in order to run our tool at all, several basic settings
need to be first made; we went about this task using a small
amount of experimentation (wrt the gold standard), to arrive
at what we considered were reasonable settings. In all our
experiments in this phase we disabled propagation along all
the graphs.

Our first experimental objective in this phase was to iden-
tify the kinds of features to extract and use from source code el-
ements. Selecting features for directories and database tables is
natural and straightforward, as was discussed in Section V. On
the other hand, source files contain a variety of elements that
can potentially be used as features, e.g., tokens in a file’s name,
tokens in its directory’s pathname, the database table names
and field names that occur in the file, tokens in the header
comment1 in the file, method names, and variable names. Our
observation was that all the features named above other than
variable names and method names were useful. If we used
method and variable names the results actually became worse;
this was because in these applications these names are typically
library or framework artifacts (e.g., executeCommand,
getRequestName), and are not based on domain concepts.

Our second objective was to identify the ranking mode, i.e.,
F2C or C2F (see Section III) that would give better results. Our
observation was that on JAllInOne F2C gave vastly superior
results than did C2F. Therefore in the rest of our JAllInOne
experiments we used the F2C mode exclusively.

Our third objective was to identify appropriate parameter
values for the syntactic and semantic similarity metrics that
we use in the context of the soft-tfidf similarity measure (see
Section V). We compared outputs from a few runs of the
tool (using different values of these parameters) against the
gold standard, and then decided on the following settings. For
LSA, we reduced the number of feature dimensions (i.e., the
wordspace) by 80%. In place of the single threshold θ on soft-
tfidf similarity between two features (see Section IV), we use
a threshold of 0.8 on the LSA similarity function and 0.97 on
the string-sim similarity function. Finally, we set the similarity
threshold U between documents (see Section III) to 0.15.

Phase 2 – The effect of propagation: Each of the three
graphs Gr, r ∈ {c, a, l}, that we use for propagation has

1A comment that typically appears near the top of each source file and
briefly describes the file’s contents. It is typically demarcated by tags that are
application specific, which need to specified as input to our approach.

Fig. 4. Results of matching the ERP model with JAllInOne, for different
configurations. Each point on a line is a successive value of k, starting from 1
at the left. (A) Baseline; Then, propagation along (B) Call graph; (C) Directory
structure graph; (D) Database access graph; (E) Directory + database access;
(F) Directory + call + database access graph

associated with it two parameters: its propagation weight αi

(see Section VI-A), and the threshold Ti on the influence
weight wi(u, v) on its edges (introduced as parameter T
in Section VI-A). Our eventual objective being to evaluate
whether propagation per se is beneficial, any reasonable con-
figuration of these parameters would make sense. We identified
such a configuration by running the tool with a single relation
enabled at a time. When relation i was enabled, we tried the
values 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 for Ti, and values 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5
for αi, thus resulting in twelve combinations (i.e., twelve runs
of the tool). From among these twelve runs we identified the
best run by manual inspection; our guiding principle was to
choose a combination that resulted in the best possible recall,
and in the case of ties, by looking at precision as a secondary
factor. From the best run we picked up the corresponding
values of αi and Ti. In this way, the settings that we actually
decided upon were as follows: αc = 1.5, αa = 0.5, and αl =
1.5, Tc = 0.1, Ta = 0.1, Tl = 0.0. (For the parameter Tl we
actually did not formally explore any values other than 0.0.
This was because of our informal observation that 0.0 was
almost always the best value for this.)

We now discuss, using Figure 4, the effect of propagation
along relations in the source code. Each plot in the figure rep-
resents results from a configuration, which is a distinct subset
of relations that are enabled for (feature as well as similarity)
propagation. Each point on a plot represents precision and
recall (wrt the JAllInOne gold standard) for a certain value
of the cut-off k, with k = 1 being the leftmost point in each
plot, k = 2 being the next point, and so on. For instance,
consider Plot A, which is the baseline (i.e., no propagation at
all); At k = 1 we get precision of 0.32 and recall of about
0.19; k = 2 yields precision of 0.24 and recall of about 0.28,
and so on.

The Plots B through D show the results when we use each
of the three relations in isolation, while Plots E and F show
the results for selected combinations of relations.

The figure indicates that in the case of JAllInOne, configu-



Fig. 5. Results of matching the SAP CRM model with SellWinCRM, for
different configurations. Each point on a line is a successive value of k, starting
from 1 at the left. (A) Baseline; Then, propagation along (B) Call graph; (C)
Directory; (D) Database access graph; (E) Call graph and Directory; and (F)
All three relations.

rations B and D, i.e., call graph alone, and database access
alone, do not have a significant impact over the baseline.
We investigated the reason for this. The implementation of
most services in JAllInOne are heavily dependent on each
other. They invoke each other, and also access each others
tables as part of join operations. For instance, the files that
implement sales order processing invoke the services that
provide information about the customer that has placed the
order, the services that provide information about the product
being ordered, and so on (this is a simplified description; the
actual inter-connections are more complex). Therefore, these
relations do not play a significant role in the analysis of this
application.

On the other hand, the JAllInOne source code is organized
very well in directories. For most of the collections their
implementing files happened to be in a single directory (there
are about a 130 directories in this code structure). Therefore,
propagation along the directory structure graph (Plot C) causes
a big improvement to the results over the baseline.

Note that in Configuration C, which is the best configu-
ration, the gain in precision by using propagation for a given
value of recall ranges from about 52% (at recall of around 0.25)
to about 90% (at recall of around 0.48). This demonstrates
the excellent gain in precision that can be obtained using
propagation.

B. Experiments with CRM case study

For our runs on SellwinCRM we used the exact same
basic settings as we did for JAllInOne, except that we used
the C2F ranking mode rather than the the F2C ranking mode
(C2F gave much better results). We did re-tune the propagation
parameters, in the same way as we did for JAllInOne, but
using the SellwinCRM gold standard. We thus obtained the
following parameter values: αc = 0.5, αa = 1.0, and αl = 0.5,
Tc = 0.0, Ta = 0.3, Tl = 0.0. We show the results of running
our algorithm in six different configurations in Figure 5. The

best results are obtained by propagation along the call graph
and directory structures simultaneously (Plot E in the graph).

Our experience with SellwinCRM is different from our
experience with JAllInOne in several of ways. Firstly, the
(ideal) matching between the application and the correspond-
ing domain model in this case turns out to be more fuzzy
than in the case of JAllInOne. In fact, in the manual study, we
had to match several of the source files with 7-10 collections
each. Therefore, the recall of the tool increases with increasing
values of k with almost no loss of precision. Secondly, even
though the peak precision and recall are comparable with those
obtained for JAllInOne, the gain due to propagation over the
baseline is lower. The maximum value of this gain is around
20%, at a recall value of around 0.35. The primary reason
for this effect is that the SellwinCRM source code is not as
well organized in directories as in JAllInOne; in fact, there are
only three directories, and many of the collections have files
distributed over all three directories. Nevertheless, the gain due
to propagation is significant. Finally, with JAllInOne, the F2C
ranking mode does better, because very few of the collections
in the domain model (only around 8%) are matched with any
source file as per the gold-standard. Therefore, emitting k
matching files for each collection in the domain model (which
is what C2F would do) would reduce precision a lot. On
other hand, in the case of SellwinCRM, around 32% of the
collections in the domain model have matching files; moreover,
many of the source files match a large number of collections,
which means that recall would improve if we emitted k files
for each collection. Therefore, the C2F ranking mode does
better here.

C. More on parameter tuning

In practice, choosing appropriate values for the basic
settings as well as the propagation parameters is important
for good results. The tuning technique that we employed in
our experiments above was basically to use the gold standards
that we had earlier created, with our objective primarily being
to demonstrate the potential value in using propagation. In
practice, when gold standards usually don’t exist, we feel that
practitioners would need to manually match at least a small
portion of the given application with the given domain model,
thus creating a mini gold-standard. This can then be used for
tuning the settings, which can then be used within the tool to
obtain a full matching.

In order to test the above hypothesis we identified a
small subset of the SellwinCRM gold standard, that consisted
only of the source files and collections that pertained to two
key domain concepts – customers, and “opportunities” (i.e.,
potential customers). This subset consisted of only 48 (file,
collection) pairs (recall that the full gold standard consists of
291 such pairs). We then ran the tool, on the full source code
and the full domain model, by enabling relations one at a time,
just as we did during the tuning step described earlier; the only
difference was that this time we computed the precision and
recall numbers of each run wrt the subset gold standard (as
opposed to the full gold standard). We then identified the best
runs (as described earlier) using these numbers, and used these
runs to identify the best propagation parameter values. To our
surprise, these values turned out to be identical to the values
that we had identified earlier using the full gold standard,



namely, αc = 0.5, αa = 1.0, and αl = 0.5, Tc = 0.0, Ta =
0.3, Tl = 0.0. This is strong evidence that creating a small
manual matching is an excellent way to seed the tool in order
to obtain a good overall matching from it.

In the case of JAllInOne it turns out that with the best
configuration, namely, propagation only along the directory
structure, the quality of the results are not very sensitive to
the value given to the propagation parameter αl (recall that
we had fixed Tl to be 0.0). Therefore, we did not perform a
similar study as we described above for SellwinCRM.

D. Takeaways

We observe that propagation gives a significant boost to
precision in both case studies. This has an important impli-
cation in the use cases mentioned in the introduction. For
example in the JAllinOne case study, Configuration C gives
slightly better recall at k = 3 than the baseline configuration
(Plot A) does at k = 6. This results in 1617 fewer false-
positive (file, collection) pairs for the user to wade through
(each increase in the value of k by 1 causes 539 extra such
pairs to be emitted).

We feel our tool is useful overall because it achieves good
recall, which is very important in most applications. Our tool
in some of its configurations gives recall of around 70%,
with the corresponding precision being 10% and 42% (with
the two applications, respectively). These levels of precision
translate to about 9 (respectively 2.5) false positives per
true positive, which is much more tolerable than the levels
that might be expected from more naive tools such as grep.
Furthermore, tools such as grep would likely not yield high
recall, either, because they do not account for syntactic and
semantic similarity between features.

We also note that the domain models we use have a high
degree of redundancy within them; e.g., the two collections
“Query Employee Time In” and “Manage Employee Time In’,
as shown in Fig. 2, have almost identical features. Therefore
the gold standard’s are over-approximated, as was discussed
in Section VII.

This makes it difficult for any automated tool to achieve
high precision and recall simultaneously.

Finally, we note that selecting the kinds of features to
extract, the relationships to use for propagation, the values
of parameters to the tool, the ranking modes F2C or C2F,
etc., need to be done carefully. We considered three natural
relations on the source code side, but note that there may be
other relationships that could also prove to be useful. For all
this tuning a user would typically have to manually match a
small portion of the application with the given domain model,
and tune the parameters of the algorithm using this experience.
The algorithm can then be used on the whole application.

IX. RELATED WORK

Previous work related to our paper falls into two categories
– work specifically on matching documents or queries with
source code, and work on information retrieval or classification
in other contexts.

A. Matching documents with code

There is a significant body of work reported in the literature
on matching or linking model documents with code artifacts.
The closest approaches to ours among these are ones that use
IR techniques: the approaches of Antoniol et al. [17], Marcus et
al. [18], Zhao et al. [19], and Peng et al. [20]. They all use the
vector space model and cosine similarity to find a ranking of
model elements for each code element, or vice versa. Of these
approaches, the first two do not use any kinds of relationships;
our approach is conceptually very similar to these, except that
we have add feature and similarity propagation as an extension.

The approach due to Zhao et al. uses an “extended” call-
graph relationship among source code elements. However,
they do not use feature propagation or similarity propagation.
Rather, after initially labeling each source file with one or more
model elements, they attempt to “extend” the labeling of each
source file to other source files that are reachable from it in
the call-graph, as long as this does not cause source files to
receive labels from multiple other source files. As we observed
in Section VIII, in our setting there are a large number of call-
edges between functions that logically match with different
model elements. Therefore, the approach of Zhao et al. is
likely to frequently encounter situations where extension of
labels is not possible at all. Our solution to this problem is
to (a) assign each source file a vector of labels (weighted
with similarity scores), and (b) judiciously propagate feature
and similarity vectors only along immediate neighbors in a
relationship, rather than along transitive paths.

The approach of Peng et al. [20] considers relationships
both on the model side as well as on the code side. Their
approach is to update the similarity score of a pair (f, p), where
f is a model element and p is a source code element, by a
factor that is tied to the number of neighbors of f that are
already matched with neighbors of p. In contrast, our approach
is to update the similarity score of (f, p) using the similarity
score of (f ′, p), where f ′ is a neighbor of f .

A key difference between our setting and the settings of
all the the approaches mentioned above is that we consider
a domain model and an application that have been developed
independently of each other. The previous researchers have
all studied the problem of matching a document that was
created specifically to describe an application with the same
application. Our setting is significantly more complex, because
of terminological as well as structural mismatches between the
model and the code. In order to overcome these challenges
we employ more sophisticated techniques to do the matching,
namely, (a) the soft-tfidf measure to integrate different metrics
of feature similarity, such as LSA similarity and syntactic
similarity, and (b) feature and similarity propagation along
relationships among source code elements.

Even though our setting is different and more complex than
that of the previous approaches, our results compare reasonably
with theirs. We specifically looked at the results reported by
Marcus et al. on the LEDA application, and compared these
with our results on JAllInOne. At low values of k their reported
recall (resp. precision) is greater than ours by 160% (resp.
80%); however, at higher values of k this margin shrinks to
about 60% (resp. 0%). Note that our applications and domain
models are different from theirs, and not co-developed with



each other; whereas, they matched an application with its own
documentation (created by the same developers). Considering
this, we believe our precision is actually quite good. Our recall
is lower than theirs, but one reason for this is that our gold-
standard over-approximates the matches between the domain
model and the application (as discussed in Section VIII-D).

The approach of McMillan et al. [8] addresses a related
but different problem: that of identifying source code elements
that match a given query. They use similarity propagation (but
no feature propagation) along the call-graph relation. Their
problem is different from ours, because our models can be
thought of as a set of queries that need to be simultaneously
answered, while avoiding (ideally) the assignment of any
single source-code element to more than one model element.
Our F2C ranking mode specifically targets this scenario; note
their approach includes the analogue of our C2F mode, but not
our F2C mode.

B. Information Retrieval

Here, we place our work in the context of existing ap-
proaches on information retrieval and machine learning outside
the source-code matching domain.

The web information retrieval community has extensively
studied networked documents. The page-rank family of al-
gorithms (e.g., [21]) answers a query about a networked
document by de-coupling the aspect of finding similarities
between the query and the individual nodes in the network (i.e.,
the “online” part) from the aspect of propagating similarities
via the network (i.e., the “offline” part). In principle our
coupled approach is more powerful, although potentially not
efficient enough for online use. Also, extending page-rank-
style algorithms to work on source code, with multiple types
of relations, requires non-obvious extensions.

The machine learning community has shown a lot of
interest over the last decade in the problem of classification
or categorization of nodes in networked documents. The stage
for this direction of work was set by the work of Chakrabarti
et al [22], who demonstrated the effectiveness of relaxation
labeling, or propagating labels over a network, for this prob-
lem. These approaches use both feature propagation as well
as similarity propagation. The approach of Baluja et al. [9]
extended this problem to the problem of assigning multiple
labels to each node, with each label weighted by a score.
However, we are not aware of a systematic evaluation of these
approaches for legacy code analysis, where the relations are
of many different types, and semantically different from those
of web or social networks.

X. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have addressed the important problem of
matching a textual model to existing code. Based on the vector
space model, our solution comprehensively makes use of a
wide range of evidences for this task — the textual descriptions
in the model, the source files, directory structure and database
tables in the implementation, and more importantly, the rela-
tions between the various entities in the implementation. We
have evaluated this approach using two real domain models
and two independently developed Java implementations, and

showed that it leads to significant boost in both the precision
and recall of the matching task.
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